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Abstract 

The speedily growing world energy use has already raised concern over supply problems exhaustion of energy 

resources and environmental impacts (ozone layer warning, climate change etc.) The global contribution from 

buildings towards energy consumption, both residential and commercial, has gradually increase reaching 

figures between 20% and 40% in developed countries, and has exceeded the other major sector: industrial and 

transportation, growth in population increasing demand for building services and comfort levels, together with 

the rising time spend inside building, guarantee the upward trend in energy demand will continue in the future. 

For this reason, energy efficiency in building is today a primary objective for energy policy at regional, 

national and international levels. Among building services, the growth in HVAC system energy used is 

particularly significant (50% of building consumption and 20% of total consumption in the USA) 

This paper presents the overall design of energy management system with low rate and wireless remotely 

control. This system is designed to assist and provide support in order to fulfil the needs of human in home. 

Also, the smart home concept in the system progresses the standard living at home. The main control system 

implements wireless Bluetooth technology to provide free access using smart phone. The design remains the 

existing electrical switches. The system planned to control electrical appliances and devices in house with 

relatively low cost design, user-friendly interface and ease of installation. 

Keywords--Home automation, Smart home, home appliances, Bluetooth, Android  

 

1.  Introduction  

BUILDINGS consume more than 20% of world energy production and around 40% of US energy production 

[1], [7]. Such energy consumption means buildings are one of the major causes of greenhouse gas production as 

well [1], [2], [3], [5]. Due to various reasons, the energy usage in buildings has been steadily growing [1]. And 

this number has been projected to further increase [1], [5]. The largest energy consumer in buildings is Heating, 
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Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC) systems, consuming 30-50% of building energy [1], [2], [3], [5], [7]  

It has been shown that energy efficiency in HVAC systems can be improved by more than 5% by implementing 

very low cost building management strategies [1][5]. Research has shown that the energy efficiency can be 

improved by up to 40% by closely monitoring the state of the building and improving control strategies. 

 

The terms “Smart Home”, “Intelligent Home” followed and has been used to introduce the concept of 

networking appliances and devices in the house. Energy management systems(EMS) represents a great research 

opportunity in creating new fields in engineering, architecture and computing (Huidobro and Millan, 2004). 

EMSs becoming popular nowadays and enter quickly in this emerging market. However, end users, especially 

the disabled and elderly due to their complexity and cost, do not always accept these systems. Due to the 

advancement of wireless technology, there are several different of connections are introduced such as GSM, 

WIFI, ZIGBEE, and Bluetooth. Each of the connection has their own unique specifications and applications. 

Among the four popular wireless connections that often implemented in EMS project, Bluetooth is being chosen 

with its suitable capability. Bluetooth with globally available frequencies of 2400Hz is able to provide 

connectivity up to 100 meters at speed of up to 3Mbps depending on the Bluetooth device class [6][8]. In 

addition, a Bluetooth master device is able to connect up to 7 devices in a “Piconet” [6]. The capabilities of 

Bluetooth are more than enough to be implemented in the design. Also, most of the current laptop/notebook or 

cell phones are come with built-in Bluetooth adapter. It will indirectly reduce the cost of this system. Based on 

the study of EMS project done by researchers and developers, [4] implemented Microcontroller in wireless 

EMS. For wireless connection, the system implemented a FM transmitter and receiver to establish a RF 

connection.   .  

 

 AS we know  continuous growth of mobile devices in its popularity and functionality the demand for advanced 

ubiquitous mobile applications in people’s daily lives is continuously increasing.Smarthome is a very promising 

area, which has various benefits such as providing increased comfort, greater safety and security, a more rational 

use of energy and other resources thus contributing to a significant savings. After considering all those factor we 

are developing Android Smart Phone Based Energy Management system.  This research application domain is 

very important and will increase in future as it also offers powerful means for helping and supporting special 

needs of the elderly and people with disabilities [3][9], for monitoring the environment and for control.  

 

 
Fig 1: Architecture of android smart phone based energy management system 

There are a number of factors that needs to be considered when designing a smart home system. The 
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system should be affordable, scalable so that new devices can be easily integrated into the system,and it should 

be user friendly [8].With the dramatic increase in smart phone users, smart phones have gradually turned into an 

all purpose portable device and provided people for their daily use. In this paper, a low cost wireless controlled 

smart home system for controlling and monitoring the home environment is presented.  

 

Bluetooth board in their EMS project with cell phone remote control. EAS according to [1][8][9] never  

mentioned about the existing physical electrical switches in their system. Without the switches on the wall, the 

designed system limited the control only at the GUI. This issue brings inconvenient to the people in the house. 

This designed system remains the physical switches. The Bluetooth connection in this system is established by 

Bluetooth module that directly receives/ transmits commands from/to smart phone or Pc/laptop. For the GUI, 

Window OS on laptop/PC and Android OS on Smart Phone are chosen based on the high user distribution in 

current market. By considering the flexibility, the main control board is designed with wired and wireless 

connection.  
 
 

2.  Related literature 

Smart home is not a new term for science society however; it is still far more away from peoplevision and 

audition. As electronic technologies are converging, the field of home automation is expanding. Various smart 

systems have been proposed where the control is via Bluetooth[8],internet [9], short message service (SMS) 

based , etc. Bluetooth capabilities are good and most of current laptop/notebook, tablets and cell phones have 

built-in adaptor that will indirectly reduce the cost of the system. The users can manage and control the system 

locally (LAN) or remotely (internet). The system supports a wide range of home automation devices like power 

management components and security components.  

 

The design and implementation of a microcontroller based human detection wireless automation system is 

presented. When human enter in a room PIR sensor detect that human and that detection info is processed and 

send to the main control receiver unit. Then that AVR controller manages all devices. By using Android apps 

the user can perform the desired action from the GUI one’s access is granted. Admin will send request to 

Android apps. Then after receiving request apps will send that request to AVR microcontroller. Then that AVR 

controller manage all devices according to request. The drawback is that the system can only be controlled from 

within the RF range.  

 

 
3.  System overview 

Fig 1 illustrates the overall control function of the system. The system is directly installed beside the 

conventional electrical switches on the wall. The Bluetooth wireless connection enabled the system 

communicates with graphical user interface (GUI) on PC/laptop or smart phone without cable. The target home 

appliances are controlled by the system Main Control Board. In order improve the standard living in home, this 

system provides two different types of physical control methods to the Main Control Board. In first physical 

control method we fit our main control system in a switch board then that system will manage device according 

to the input receive from sensors .second control method is done by Android GUI installed in Smart Phone.  

The user can easily touch on the screen of the phone to control the home appliances. This portable method is 

able to assist the disabled people who have problem with locomotion difficulty[8]. Fig 1: Architecture of 

android smart phone based energy management system. The sensors that connected to the main control board 

measure room temperature and humidity level in the house. The indication from the sensor is able to remind the 

user to switch on/off the heater, fan or air cond. in the house. The home appliance on/off status and temperature 

or humidity reading are synchronized to the two GUIs on personal computer or laptop or smart phone. The 

switches status and sensor reading are in real-time monitoring by the main control board. Any changes on the 

status or reading will be transmitted to the two GUIs. 
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4.  Hardware design 

This section mainly discuss about the hardware construction of main control board. Fig 2 demonstrates the 

hardware block diagram in the main control board. In this project we we used AVR microcontroller ,16 by 2 

alphanumeric LCD, three 5V relays, a lamp, DC motor, a fan and Bluetooth module. AVR Microcontroller is a 

8 bit microcontroller and it required supply voltage of 5V DC/AC. Here AVR microcontroller is chosen due to 

its capability to perform the both serial and USB features to establish the Bluetooth and also due to its in build 

ADC. Also we used 7805 power supply circuit to provide 5V DC to microcontroller. For the sensor, HSM-20G 

Sensor Module is chosen because it is the low cost 2-in-1 combination of humidity and temperature modules. 

For the Bluetooth module, low cost Cytron Bluebee Bluetooth module is chosen to establish the Bluetooth 

connection between main control board and the GUIs. Fig 2. Main Control Board Hardware Block Diagram The 

electrical current is directly connect to the main control board whereby it separates the regulator and relay 

circuit. The voltage regulator is constructed by common reliable regulator circuit which consists of transformer, 

rectifier, filter and regulator. 5V and 3.3V DC output is regulated in order to fulfil the voltage needs of the 

specific components in the main control board. In the above circuit LCD is used to display temperature and light 

intensity receive from temperature and light sensor also for displaying human count present in a room by using 

PIR sensor. Here LCD is interface to the PORT1 of the microcontroller in 4 bit mode . Bluetooth module TX 

and RX pins are connected to RXD and TXD pins of controller. Vcc  pin is connected to the 5V and GND pin is 

connected to ground . controller communicates with Bluetooth module using serial communication (UART 

protocol).Use a baud rate 9600 to communicate4 with Bluetooth. If you want to change the Bluetooth name and 

password the you need to use Bluetooth AT command. 

                                                                     Applicance     1      2     3                                    240V 

                                                                 

         

                                                  

 

 

                        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig2: Main Control Board 
 

The ease of installation is taken into account for this system. The system is designed to directly install beside the 

electrical switches on the wall. The installation of this system eliminates the complex wiring reinstallation and 

overhead wiring on the wall. The existing switch connection is connected and controlled by the relay circuit 
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inside main control board. Furthermore, multiple control boards can be installed in home. Bluetooth master 

device in PC/laptop is mostly able connect up to 7 devices in a „Piconet‟. With these simple and low cost 

components, the main control board is constructed in pretty small size but still performs the strong functions and 

features of the system. 

 

 
5.  Algorithm 

1) Start 

2) Microcontroller initialization 

3) Serial port initialization 

4) Bluetooth initialization 

5) Relays initialization 

6) ADC initialization, LCD initialization, UART protocol 

7) Check for person (using PIR sensor) 

8) Count display on LCD 

If human present then AVR send request to all other sensors 

9) temperature sensor  measure temperature value 

10)AVR  Check for Threshold 

11) If (Temp>Threshold) fan ON 

   else fan OFF 

12) light sensor measure Light intensity 

13)AVR Check for Threshold 

12) If (light<Threshold) Bulb ON 

 else BULB OFF 

14) Repeat steps 7 to 14 

 
If admin want to manage device using Android app the following interrupt algorithm used 

Interrupt 

1) Bluetooth pairing 

2) Receive data to Bluetooth from android application 

3) Receive char in serial frame format 

4) If (‘F’ & flag=0) fan ON, flag=1 

5) If (‘F’ & flag=1) fan OFF, flag=0 

6) If (‘B’ & flag=0) bulb ON,flag1=1 

7) If (‘B’ & flag=1) bulb OFF,flag1=0 

 

 
6.  Software design 

Software design section includes the main functions of the system designed in the AVR microcontroller and the 

GUI ( Android application). The switches detection function is performed by the AVR microcontroller, The 

activating switches are designed by push buttons. Any input switch is pressed; it will interrupt the main function 

loop of the AVR. Then, the AVR will activate the relay and toggle the current appliance‟s switch status. At the 

moment, AVR also informs the change of switch status to all the GUIs that connected to the main board. The 

button indicated the appliances status that connected to the system. User can simply click on the button to turn 

on/off the appliance. Control board „Connect‟ button is performed to establish connection to main control board 

by Bluetooth .  All the data received from main board will be forwarded to the phone. Also, the data sent from 

phone will be forwarded to main board. The application is designed in low API level so that the devices with 

higher version are compatible with it. Here we developed the Android application on smart phone with Version 

4.1.2 (jelibean). The interface is simple to use, user can simply touch on the icon to turn on/off the appliances 

after  direct to the main control board. Fig 5 illustrate the interface of Android GUI selecting Bluetooth device. 

User can connect directly to main control board or connect to PC/laptop (PROZ) by Bluetooth connection. 

7.  Future Scope 

Managing and Controlling Brightness of light devices (like tube, CFLetc). According to the temperature 

changes (like hot, cold, rainy) we can control the speed of fan 
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8.  Workflow of a System 
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Fig 3: Flowchart of Android Smart Phone Based Energy Management System 
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If admin want to manage device using Android app the following interrupt algorithm used 
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Fig 4: Flowchart for interrupt 

 

9.  Conclusion 

In conclusion,we implement automation system with the help of android smart phone and wireless system.this 

low cost system is designed to improve the standard living in home. The remote control function by smart phone 

provides help and assistance especially to disabled and elderly. Moreover, implementation of wireless Bluetooth 

connection in control board allows the system install in more simple way. The control board is directly installed 

beside the electrical switches whereby the switching connection is controlled by relay. The connected GUIs are 

synchronized to the control board. They indicate the real-time switches status. The system is designed in user-

friendly interface. The easy to use interface on Window and Android GUI provides simple control by the elderly 
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and disabled people. For future work. All the future work is expected without spend extra cost, even one cent 

from the current system. 
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